
ANIMATION PRODUCER RESUME

Career Objective:
To obtain a position where I can maximize my skills as an Animation Producer and put my experience and training to
good use.

Summary of Qualifications:
Strong experience in creating traditional and computer animations
Expertise in developing animation for the feature characters
Sound knowledge of the principles of animation
Wide knowledge of Visual Effects techniques and terminology
Proficient with Adobe Creative Suite, Video and Audio editing
Familiarity with Motion graphics and Animation, Flash development
Deep knowledge of developing caricatures and various action figures
Ability to keep in mind the balance, weight and construction of the characters

Work Experience:
Animation Producer, April 2008 – Till Date
Time Warner Cable, Tucson, AZ

Created complex animation and graphics with the help of computer systems.
Designed various objects in two and third dimensional space and created the objects to move with the help of
various modeling programs.
Illustrated the objects in such a way that they look life like by changing the shadow, texture and color of the objects.
Prepared the prints of digital camera and film negatives of the work created by assembling and scanning it.

Animation Producer, January 2004 – March 2008
DisneyToon Studios, Tucson, AZ

Interfaced with the digital team to establish various technical solutions for creating the required animation.
Created a training program to deploy a contractor for the animation program.
Designed the animal facials for the characters, managed the shots of the movie with the help of the animation style
of the movie.
Reviewed the shots that are developed by the animation team and assisted the animators in achieving the desired
style of the movie.
Performed troubleshoot on the characters and corrected if there are any problems in the lip synchronization.
Assisted the staff and the outside animators to help and design the animation techniques in accordance to the
movies.

Education:
Bachelor’s Degree in Visual Communications, Los Angeles Southwest College, Los Angeles, CA
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